
Volunteer Jobs

POC: Vicki Sweet waves.volunteering@gmail.com

Clerk of Course
In this job, you'll be stationed where the swimmers
get their lane assignments for each event as well
as distribute the cards that the timers will use to

record their individual swim times.

Recorder
Best "seat" in the house, literally. This volunteer sits at the
finish line and notes the swimmers finish times from each
of the 3 timers. Lane assignments will be given the morning

of the meet when you check in with the Head Timer.

Swimmer
Check-in

This is a job for an early riser! These individuals
are the first to the meet and check in the
swimmers against the roster as they arrive.

Stroke & Turn
Official

Volunteers for this job need to have training
ahead of signing up. 

If you are interested, please contact
waves.volunteering@gmail.com for more info!

Timer
In this job, you will run the stopwatch to time
each swimmer as they race in their heat.  No
pressure, though - there are 3 timers per lane

and a Head Timer with extra stopwatches!

Runner
Runners gather the cards from the

Recorders, after each event is completed, and
brings them to the Scoring Table..



Computer Entry
& Verifying

In this job, you'll work with the Computer Lead to
help enter swimmer times into the system, as well

as verify the times entered for accuracy.

Scoring
As a Scoring volunteer, you will determine the

official score for each swimmer, based on the
times captured by the Timers on each deck card -

(calculators provided!)

DQ Runner
This volunteer is on the lookout for any DQ slips
created by the officials. When they signal that
they have a DQ slip, the runner will get the slip

from the official and bring it to the Scoring Table.

Heat Ribbons
In this job, you get to bring joy to the winner of each
heat! You will stand at the finish line and hand the heat

ribbon to the swimmer that gets to the wall first.

Place Ribbons
In this job, you'll work with the Lead Ribbons
volunteer to help organize and label swimmer

ribbons as the events are completed.

Concessions
The concessions team work tirelessly to feed the
masses during the meet. As a volunteer, you will

work with the concessions leads to help serve the
food they prep and check out guests.

Live Stream
Operator

In this job, you will be stationed under the tent with the
Computer Lead and will be responsible for advancing
the live stream graphics after each event with the

click of a button. No tech knowledge needed!

Volunteer Jobs



VOLUNTEER ROLES & INFORMATION

VOLUNTEER
POSITION

DESCRIPTION POC LOCATION

Friday Night
Setup

The set up crew is a group of volunteers that begin setting up
for the meet the evening before the meet; after the pep rally
is over. These volunteers set up as much of the equipment as
possible. After the meet is over, they also help break
everything down and with the assistance of the Team
Equipment Managers, organize it back in storage. All parents
are encouraged to help out with this task. When we have away
meets, we have to provide our own tents for our swimmers
and this is something the set up crew helps with.

Randal Roberts

Swimmer
Check-in

This is a great job for an early riser!  These volunteers are the
first to arrive on Saturday mornings and are responsible for
checking the swimmers in, so the coaches know who will be
swimming during the meet.

Rhianna Wright There will be a table set up at
the entrance of the pool.

Clerk of Course The Clerk of Course is the heart of the swim meet. It is where
the kids get their lane assignments for each event as well as
the cards that the timers will use to record their individual
swim times.

This requires at least 4 volunteers to: do “roll call”, assign
the lanes to the individual cards, organize the kids by heat
and lane, line them up in order, and finally to make sure they
get to their assigned lanes at least 1 heat before theirs.

Lisa Racey Tents for this area are set up on
the far (starting) end of the
pool



VOLUNTEER
POSITION

DESCRIPTION POC LOCATION

Computer Entry
& Verifying

One person enters the o�cial times into the database. The
computer places each swimmer and then prints out a score
sheet and placement labels for ribbons.

Verifying volunteers ensure the computer people entered the
correct time by checking the computer results. Verifiers
determine when the event results are o�cial and have them
posted.

Doug Sweet There is a tent for the computer
area on the top deck, near the
kiddie pool

Scoring The scoring table is where the o�cial times are determined
and entered into a computer. The computer automatically
determines the place of each swimmer and prints out labels
that will be put on the placement ribbons.

The O�cial Scorer determines which of the three recorded
times is the o�cial time for each swimmer and circles it. In a
meet, all places are determined by time. Three times will be
recorded in each lane. The final time will be the middle of the
three times unless one of the times is more than .5 of a
second di�erent from the middle time. If this is true, the time
is eliminated and the remaining two times are averaged.
Times are always rounded o� to the nearest 1/100th of a
second in favor of the swimmer.

Liz Adams The tent where the scoring
volunteers sit is on the top
deck, near the kiddie pool.

Ribbons Volunteers responsible for placing swimmer name labels on
the ribbons.

Janet Hull The tent is on the top deck,
near the kiddie pool.



VOLUNTEER
POSITION

DESCRIPTION POC LOCATION

Timers The timers and recorders make up the largest group of
volunteers.  In order to begin a meet, there must be 3 timers
and 1 recorder per lane.

Lane timers time the swimmers in their lane and report that
time to their recorder.

Brooke Francisco You’ll be stationed at the
starting end of the pool.

Recorders The timers and recorders make up the largest group of
volunteers. In order to begin a meet, there must be 3 timers
and 1 recorder per lane.

The Recorders write down the times (on the swimmers
"Event Card") taken by the three timers and gives the Event
Card to the card runner when they come by to collect it.

Brooke Francisco You’ll be stationed at the
starting end of the pool.

Heat Ribbons This volunteer is on the pool deck and watches the event to
see which swimmer finishes first in their heat. The first
swimmer in each heat is given a heat ribbon. In the event of a
tie or the finish is too close to call, both swimmers will
receive a heat ribbon.

Kat Windmiller You’ll be stationed at the finish
end of the pool.



VOLUNTEER
POSITION

DESCRIPTION POC LOCATION

Runner The card runner picks up the completed time cards from the
recorders and gives them to the O�cial Scorer.

Liz Adams This position will be “running”
from the pool to the Scoring
Table, which is under a tent on
the top deck, near the kiddie
pool.

DQ Runner The DQ runner picks up any DQ slips from the O�cials and
gives them to the O�cial Scorer.

Liz Adams This position will be “running”
from the pool to the Scoring
Table, which is under a tent on
the top deck, near the kiddie
pool.

Stroke & Turn
O�cials

While O�cials are parent volunteers, some training is required.
Periodically, clinics are held for parent volunteers to learn
how to become a Stroke and Turn Judge and other O�cial
positions. These positions are critical for the team to function
and are always in short supply. You do not have to have any
swimming experience to fulfill these roles. After attending a
clinic, you will then team up with a seasoned o�cial for some
"on the job training" during the swim meets. When you feel
comfortable, you will then take over the position. Please
check the team website for information regarding these
clinics

Diane Fiedler



Concessions The evening before a home meet, concession volunteers
prepare a variety of foods so families can eat dinner and
attend the pep rally. During home meets, the Waves run the
best concession stand in the league. This reputation is
maintained by the support of Wave parents! Your money is
hard at work to provide the best service and products
available.

Dawn Evans The Concessions tent is on the
top deck.


